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Whereas, 

Age-old questions of ownership, control, and distribution in our economy remain as important             

as ever. In fostering the creation of communities and workplaces driven by values of solidarity,               

cooperation, and justice, workplace democracy and worker ownership are crucial, powerful tools, and             

they can and should play an important role in rebuilding our economy after the COVID-19 crisis has                 

abated. 

There is already a long-standing policy agenda for worker ownership that has become a              

powerful and effective consensus in many countries. This agenda is behind the Employee Share              

Ownership Plan in the 1974 Employee Retirement Income Security Act, which made available additional              

tax privileges throughout the next decade and allowed Ronald Reagan to join John Lewis and Karl Marx                 

on the list of those who made public statements in favor of worker ownership.[1] It is also the agenda                   

behind both the recent tax incentives for employee ownership trusts passed in the United Kingdom, and                

United States Sen. Kirsten Gillibrand’s recently passed 2018 legislation extending Small Business            

Administration assistance for worker cooperatives and ESOPs.[2] 

These have produced real improvements for countless workers, but they can only take us so far.                

We need a policy agenda for worker ownership compatible with the systemic change we know we need                 

on a global scale. If we want to transition to an economy that does not drive catastrophic climate                  

change, dispossession and violence against people of color and the developing world, and gross              

inequalities of power, income, and wealth, then we need to develop a vision of worker ownership that                 

can contribute to that transition, rather than one that aligns the interests of worker-owners with the                

shareholders of extractive private corporations that are the problem in our society.[3] 

To achieve this, we need a set of institutions and laws that could enable a substantial share of                   

the economy to transition to democratic worker ownership with “sheltering institutions” that provide a              

countervailing force against the rigid demands of the market. The aim should be to offer a path forward                  

for worker ownership for those of us who believe that system change is necessary.[4] 

Specifically, we must create a pluralistic “institutional ecosystem” to surround worker-owned           

businesses and a legal framework that provides an effective right of first refusal to workers to purchase                 

sites and companies that are being closed or sold. This would massively broaden the pool of candidate                 

companies and sites that can be legally transitioned to democratic worker ownership if given the               

resources (through the right of first refusal) and substantially deepen the financial and technical              

resources available to workers at companies and sites within that “candidate pool” to transition their               

workplace to democratic ownership. [5]  

With these policies in place, societies will be far better positioned to prevent mass layoffs as a                 

result of the so-called “silver tsunami” of retiring baby-boomer owners of small-to-medium business             

enterprises, many of whom currently close their companies at retirement or sell them to extractive               

vulture capitalists who asset-strip the firms with little protection for workers.[6] In many localities,              

extensive legal, financial and technical support for worker ownership is the best option for maintaining               

community stability in the face of an inevitable and significant economic transition—one that can be               



reprogrammed to serve the interests of the many in order to prevent it being exploited by the few. [7]                   

Therefore, be it 

RESOLVED, that the Convention calls on the Virginia Delegation to United States Congress: US Senators               

Tim Kaine and Mark Warner, along with US Representatives Don Beyer, Gerry Connolly, Elaine Luria,               

Donald MacEachin, Bobby Scott, Abigail Spanberger, and Jennifer Wexton to pursue the following in              

Congress: 

1. Enact legislation to guarantee a right of first refusal, whereby workers will be given the right to                 

buy a company when it goes up for sale, is closing, or if a factory is moving overseas based on                    

The Next System Project’s Right to Own Proposal [8]; 

2. pass the ‘‘Worker Ownership, Readiness, and Knowledge (WORK) Act’’, which would provide            

more than $45 million in funding to states to establish and expand employee ownership centers,               

which provide training and technical support for programs promoting employee ownership; and 

3. pass the ‘‘United States Employee Ownership Bank Act’’, which would provide $500 million in              

low-interest rate loans and other financial assistance to help workers purchase businesses            

through an employee stock ownership plan or a worker-owned cooperative. 

Further, be it resolved, that the Convention calls on Governor Ralph Northam of the Commonwealth of                

Virginia and the elected Democratic representatives of the General Assembly of Virginia to pursue the               

following: 

1. Create a non-profit worker-ownership center for Virginia that provides training and technical            

support for programs that promote worker ownership, based on the successful example of the              

Ohio Employee Ownership Center [9];  

2. enact legislation to set up a revolving loan program to help finance transitions to worker               

ownership – similar to HB17-1214 in Colorado [10];  

3. enact legislation to guarantee a right of first refusal, whereby workers will be given the right to                 

buy a company when it goes up for sale, is closing, or if a factory is moving overseas and will                    

receive financial assistance from the revolving loan program to make that possible [11];  

4. enact legislation that gives preference to worker cooperatives in state bids [12].  
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